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a b s t r a c t 

Multispectral infrared measurements by the Diviner Lunar Radiometer Experiment on the Lunar Renais- 

sance Orbiter enable the characterization of the position of the Christiansen Feature, a thermal infrared 

spectral feature that laboratory work has shown is proportional to the bulk silica content of lunar surface 

materials. Diviner measurements show that the position of this feature is also influenced by the changes 

in optical and physical properties of the lunar surface with exposure to space, the process known as 

space weathering. Large rayed craters and lunar swirls show corresponding Christiansen Feature anoma- 

lies. The space weathering effect is likely due to differences in thermal gradients in the optical surface 

imposed by the space weathering control of albedo. However, inspected at high resolution, locations with 

extreme compositions and Christiansen Feature wavelength positions – silica-rich and olivine-rich areas –

do not have extreme albedos, and fall off the albedo- Christiansen Feature wavelength position trend oc- 

cupied by most of the Moon. These areas demonstrate that the Christiansen Feature wavelength position 

contains compositional information and is not solely dictated by albedo. An optical maturity parameter 

derived from near-IR measurements is used to partly correct Diviner data for space weathering influences. 

© 2016 The Authors. Published by Elsevier Inc. 

This is an open access article under the CC BY-NC-ND license 

( http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-nc-nd/4.0/ ). 
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. Introduction 

Thermal infrared spectroscopy is a powerful tool for character-

zing the surfaces of objects in the inner solar system; the ma-

or rock-forming silicates and other minerals that make up their

urfaces exhibit unique vibrational spectral signatures in the re-

ion of thermal emission from about 5 to 50 μm. Among the spec-

ral features present in this wavelength region is a peak in ther-

al emission called the Christiansen Feature (CF) that occurs at

avelengths somewhat shorter than the fundamental infrared vi-

rational features associated with each mineral, near a wavelength
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here the real index of refraction of the mineral passes through

nity. At this wavelength the spectral emissivity of the surface is at

 maximum, and as its position is correlated with the position of

he associated fundamental vibration, the emission maximum con-

ains diagnostic information regarding the minerals present. The

osition of the feature is correlated with the average silica con-

ent of minerals, with high-silica minerals exhibiting the shortest

hristiansen Feature peak positions, and of the common silicates,

livine shows the longest peak position ( Logan et al., 1973 ). There-

ore, thermal infrared spectroscopy using the CF is sensitive both

o highly transparent iron-poor silica-rich minerals and glasses not

irectly perceptible to near-IR spectroscopy, materials that are di-

gnostic of evolved rock types identified in the lunar returned

ample collection, and provides an independent estimate of the

ore common lunar silicates. 
nder the CC BY-NC-ND license ( http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-nc-nd/4.0/ ). 
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The Diviner Lunar Radiometer Experiment (Diviner) features

three spectral bands designed to characterize the position of the

Christiansen Feature. Diviner is a 9 band multispectral infrared

radiometer on NASA’s Lunar Reconnaissance Orbiter that has

mapped most of the lunar surface at wavelengths from 0.3 to

400 μm at about 200-meter resolution. Among these bands are

three narrow channels that span the wavelength ranges 7.55–8.05,

8.10–8.40, and 8.38–8.68 μm (Diviner channels 3, 4, and 5) that

are used to estimate the position of the Christiansen Feature

using a 3-point parabolic fit to the emission at the three bands

( Greenhagen et al., 2010 ). 

In the decades before the launch of the Lunar Reconnaissance

Orbiter, it was suggested that thermal IR spectroscopy would be

a uniquely powerful tool for lunar remote sensing in part be-

cause evidence indicated this technique was less susceptible to the

known optical effects of exposure of the lunar surface to space

( Nash et al., 1993 ). At the visible and near-IR wavelengths that are

widely used for lunar mineralogic remote sensing, spectra of lunar

materials are strongly influenced by exposure to the space environ-

ment, a process known as space weathering ( Pieters et al., 20 0 0;

Hapke 2001 ). Compared to spectra of the pulverized lunar rock

that might be expected on the impact-dominated lunar surface,

lunar regolith is darker and its spectra exhibit weakened spectral

absorption features and a strong decrease in reflectance toward

shorter wavelengths ( Fischer and Pieters, 1994 ). These effects are

now attributed to a combination of the optical properties of ex-

tremely fine-grained iron particles – nanophase iron – in vapor

deposits on lunar grain surfaces produced by solar wind sputter-

ing and micrometeoroid impact, and by ubiquitous dark glass pro-

duced by micrometeoroid impact that can comprise up to 30 wt.

% of surface soils. However, two studies had suggested that space

weathering would have less impact on thermal emission spectra

than that found in spectroscopy at shorter wavelengths. Nash and

Salisbury (1991) showed that the position of the Christiansen Fea-

ture of lunar analog minerals was not affected when the materi-

als were vitrified, so the conversion of minerals to impact glass

was not expected to cause a spectral effect. In an infrared spectral

study of lunar soils returned by the Apollo Program, Salisbury et al.

(1997) showed that the position of the Christiansen Feature in soils

was not correlated with a widely accepted measure of space ex-

posure. Together, these studies led to the expectation that Diviner

measurements of the position of the Christiansen Feature would

be little affected by space weathering, and so provide a straight-

forward indicator of the mineral composition of the lunar surface. 

Once global data became available from Diviner, it became ev-

ident that the Christiansen Feature on the lunar surface was af-

fected by space weathering [Lucey et al., 2010; Greenhagen et al.,

2010; Glotch et al., 2015] . Young features such as interiors, ejecta

and ray deposits of the craters Tycho and Jackson show Chris-

tiansen Feature positions at systematically shorter wavelengths

than their more space weathered surroundings, as do deposits of

the innumerable other young rayed craters. Lunar swirls, com-

monly thought to form as a result of inhibition of the space weath-

ering process, also show shorter Christiansen Feature positions

than the terrains upon which they are imprinted. 

Away from fresh features, the underlying composition was

also revealed by the position of the Christiansen Feature. As ex-

pected, the lunar highlands as a whole exhibit Christiansen Fea-

ture positions at short wavelengths characteristic of their very high

feldspar contents, while the lunar maria show Christiansen Fea-

ture positions at longer wavelengths indicative of their more mafic

lithologies. 

The dependence of the Christiansen Feature on degree of space

weathering is a partial impediment to its use for compositional es-

timation, in particular in regions where the degree of space ex-

posure is highly variable, such as in the vicinity of young craters
r on steep slopes where mass wasting may reveal relatively un-

eathered material. This paper quantifies the degree to which

pace weathering affects the Christiansen Feature, and presents

itigation techniques that allow the effects of space weathering to

e normalized in order to examine the underlying composition as

evealed by the Christiansen Feature. Finally, we will present and

iscuss hypotheses for the unanticipated space weathering depen-

ence revealed by the Lunar Reconnaissance Orbiter mission’s Di-

iner experiment. 

. Data sources 

Diviner’s three channels near 8 μm are used to estimate the

avelength of the Christiansen Feature. We used PDS-archived cal-

brated radiances from these three 8 μm-region channels to cal-

ulate effective emissivity and then fit the three emissivity val-

es with a parabola. The wavelength maximum of the parabola is

he estimated Christiansen Feature wavelength ( Greenhagen et al.,

010 ). Although Diviner-derived Christiansen Feature values devi-

te systematically from the Christiansen Feature emissivity maxi-

um wavelength determined from high-resolution spectra, these

eviations are well-understood ( Greenhagen et al., 2010 , SOM).

f greater concern are variations in Christiansen Feature values

aused by illumination and topography. Our data were “photomet-

ically” corrected by projecting the data onto a high-resolution to-

ographic grid, calculating photometric geometry, and applying the

ost up-to-date empirical correction methodology ( Greenhagen et

l., 2010; 2011 ). Diviner data were binned at 32 pixel per degree

o produce global maps of Christiansen Feature values for lati-

udes below 60 degrees, using all data collected from LRO’s nom-

nal 50 km mapping orbit (September 15, 2009 through December

1, 2011). 

The degree of space weathering is quantified using the OMAT

arameter of Lucey et al., 20 0 0 applied to the multispectral data

rom the Clementine mission at 32 pixel per degree ( Nozette et al.,

994 ). 

We also compare the position of the Christiansen Feature to vis-

ble albedo measurements by the Japanese space agency (JAXA) lu-

ar remote sensing satellite known as Kaguya or SELENE. Among

ts instruments, that satellite carried a multispectral camera that

ncluded a band at 750 nm and mapped the lunar surface at a spa-

ial resolution of about 20 m ( Ohtake et al., 2008 ). Here we use a

osaic of those data, photometrically corrected, and downsampled

o 32 pixels per degree to compare to the Diviner measurements. 

For some figures we use the Christiansen Feature wavelength

ositions reported by Salisbury et al., 1997 for lunar soils, and

omposition and space weathering analyses for the same soils by

orris, 1978 . 

Additional thermal infrared emissivity measurements of two

pollo 16 lunar soils of similar composition, 66031 and 67701,

ut with differing degrees of exposure to space weathering were

easured under ambient and simulated lunar conditions are used.

hese laboratory measurements were made in the Asteroid and

unar Environment Chamber at Brown University and are further

haracterized by Donaldson Hanna et al. (this volume) . For ambi-

nt or Earth-like measurements, samples are heated from below

o 405 K in an environment chamber at ambient temperature and

lled with ∼10 0 0 mbars of dry nitrogen. Lunar conditions are sim-

lated by heating the samples from below to 405 K and from above

ith a solar-like halogen lamp in a cooled environment chamber

 ∼85 K) in vacuum. 

. Results 

Fig. 1 shows the Christiansen Feature wavelength position in

rayscale plotted from 8 to 8.5 μm, covering all longitudes and

atitudes from 60 ° S to 60 ° N. Large young rayed craters exhibit
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Fig. 1. Grayscale image of the Christiansen Feature wavelength position in grayscale 

plotted from 8 to 8.5 μm. Note that in the lunar highlands, dark features are associ- 

ated with large young Copernican rayed craters including Tycho (43.31 °S 11.36 °W), 

Jackson (22.4 °N 163.1 °W) and Giordano Bruno (35.9 °N 102.8 °E). 

Fig. 2. Global image of the optical maturity parameter OMAT ( Lucey et al., 20 0 0 ) 

displayed as a negative, from 0.35 (black, immature) to 0.1 (white, mature) units. 

Maturity anomalies are present at the same locations as found in the global CF 

image ( Fig. 1 ). 
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Fig. 3. Histogram of CF values for the global data shown as the solid line. The his- 

togram shows a “long tail” toward short values representing immature locations; 

the bump at 8.25 μm represents the lunar maria. Triangles and plus signs are the 

CF values for all Copernican and Eratosthenian craters between 40 and 110 km in 

diameter respectively ( y value is not significant). The Copernican craters extend to 

short CF values; these examples are the rayed craters. Craters with longer CF values 

occur in the lunar maria. 
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ocal Christiansen Feature lows; Tycho at (43.31 °S 11.36 °W), Jack-

on at (22.4 °N 163.1 °W) and Giordano Bruno (35.9 °N 102.8 °E) are

articularly prominent, but the dark mottling throughout the high-

ands is also due to the presence of fresh exposures of small

raters. For comparison, Fig. 2 shows the optical maturity (OMAT)

arameter of Lucey et al., 20 0 0 , plotted as a negative for con-

istency with the Christiansen Feature image in Fig. 1 . The ray

atterns for most of the large Copernican craters seen in the

hristiansen Feature image are mirrored in this optical maturity

arameter. 

Gold (1955) argued that a process operated on the Moon to al-

er its surface. He showed that among the population of large mor-

hologically fresh craters, only the stratigraphically youngest ex-

ibited bright rays, indicating that rays were removed over time.

hese arguments can be applied equally to the Christiansen Fea-

ure data set. Without exception, the same morphologically fresh

raters that exhibit bright rays at visible wavelengths show lo-

al negative Christiansen Feature anomalies, that is, exhibit values

hat are shorter in wavelength than that of the surrounding back-

round. The presence of rays in Christiansen Feature data for the

arge young craters on the Moon is strong evidence for the influ-

nce of space weathering on the lunar surface. 

Fig. 3 presents a histogram of Christiansen Feature positions

or the global data set, with the positions of the stratigraphically

oungest (Copernican and Eratosthenian) large craters superim-

osed. The large rayed craters have Christiansen Feature wave-

engths shorter than both the typical global CF value, and the

hortest CF exhibited by Eratosthenian craters. (We exclude those

raters with rays that persist owing to compositional contrast such

s Copernicus, Hawke et al., 2004 ). The Christiansen Feature wave-

ength values are the average of a box centered on each crater,

wo crater diameters in width, to encompass the crater interior

nd continuous ejecta. The mean difference in CF values between

onmare Eratosthenian craters and nonmare Copernican craters is

.052 + / − 0.035. The mean CF value of the nonmare Eratosthenian

raters (8.148 + / − 0.02) is similar to the mode of the global CF

istogram (8.155). 

Superimposed on these putative local space weathering anoma-

ies are background variations in the position of the Christiansen

eature that were anticipated prior to Diviner measurements: the

eldspar-rich highlands exhibit short Christiansen Feature wave-
engths, while the more pyroxene-rich lunar maria show relatively

ong Christiansen Feature positions ( Greenhagen et al., 2010 ). The

pproximate mode of the Christiansen Feature position for the lu-

ar maria is about 8.25 μm while the approximate mode for the

unar highlands is about 8.15 μm, a difference of about 0.1 μm.

he range of the space weathering influence on the Christiansen

eature position observable at the scale of Fig. 2 ( ∼0.05, see above)

alf that imposed by the compositional difference between the two

ajor lunar surface compositional units. (Note that for pure min-

rals the compositional differences are much larger than the space

eathering effect. For example, anorthite has a Christiansen Fea-

ure emissivity maximum wavelength at about 7.85 μm, augite is

t 8.15 μm and forsterite is at about 8.65 μm. Mixtures mute the

ariations but more pure units will have greater contrast as dis-

ussed below.) Nevertheless, the space weathering effect must be

aken into account when using Christiansen Feature wavelength

ositions for compositional estimates. 

. Discussion 

These results raise two questions: what is the origin of the

nanticipated space weathering effect, and what can be done

o mitigate these effects in compositional applications of Diviner

hristiansen Feature data? 

.1. Origin of space weathering effects 

We have formulated two hypotheses regarding the origin of the

pace weathering effects seen in Diviner data: The first is that the

hristiansen Feature is influenced both by the underlying compo-

ition of the minerals present, and the physical and compositional

hanges associated with space weathering, analogous to the effects

f space weathering on spectral properties at visible and near-IR

avelengths. The second is that the Christiansen Feature position

s dictated by albedo-dominated variations in the thermal gradi-

nt in the optical surface, consistent with the general inverse cor-

elation of the Christiansen Feature wavelength position and visi-

le albedo. Thermal gradients are known to have a powerful influ-

nce on Christiansen Feature wavelength positions (e.g. Logan et

l., 1973; Henderson and Jakosky, 1997; Donaldson Hanna et al.,

his volume ) and albedo is reasonably assumed to influence the

hermal gradient of the surface, suggesting a connection between

hristiansen Feature and albedo. 

.1.1. Composition physical effects 

Extreme changes in regolith properties occur with space weath-

ring on the Moon. A lava flow, impact melt deposit or other
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Fig. 4. Relationship between CF position and space weathering exposure for 8 soils 

from Apollo 16. CF data from Salisbury et al., 1997 . I s /FeO data from Morris, 1978 . 

I s /FeO is the most widely used indicator of exposure of lunar soil to the space en- 

vironment, and is the abundance of nanophase iron (expressed in arbitrary units) 

normalized to the bulk soil iron content. There is no significant correlation between 

these quantities, despite the large range in soil exposure. For context the full range 

of I s /FeO over all lunar soils is 1 to 110 ( Morris 1978 ). 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Fig. 5. Thermal infrared emission spectra of lunar soils 66031 (solid) and 67701 

(dashed) measured in air (Donaldson-Hanna et al., submitted for publication). De- 

spite major differences in space weathering exposure (I s /Feo 39 vs. 102), these soils 

share nearly identical CF positions (peak near 8 μm) though they show important 

differences in contrast at other wavelengths. This indicates little sensitivity of the 

Christiansen Feature position to the compositional and physical changes with space 

weathering exposure. 
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unaltered rock on the lunar surface will be pulverized by meteorite

impact and in its fine particulate state be subject to solar wind

sputtering and implantation, as well as micrometeoroid bombard-

ment (e.g. Hapke 2001 ). Both of these phenomena cause local va-

porization of grain surfaces and leave amorphous vapor-deposited

coatings on surrounding mineral grains. These coatings are un-

usual in composition relative to the source material, and contain

iron spherules with diameters of tens of nanometers ( Keller and

McKay, 1997; Pieters et al., 20 0 0 ). In the visible and near-IR, the

nanophase iron spherules have a powerful optical effect causing

darkening of the surface, weakening of mineral absorption bands

and imparting a continuous decrease in reflectance toward shorter

wavelengths ( Noble et al., 2001 ). 

In addition to vapor-deposited coatings, micrometeoroid im-

pacts also cause local melting, giving rise to small deposits of im-

pact melt glass and mineral fragments called agglutinates. These

agglutinates can comprise up to 60 % of highly exposed soil by vol-

ume and the glass itself up to 30% by volume ( Taylor et al., 2001 ).

The glass is itself dark, being infused with nanophase iron particles

that may be gathered from fragments of previously produced vapor

deposits remelted in the subsequent impact of a micrometeoroid.

These compositional changes are matched by physical changes in

grain size, grain size distribution and regolith porosity as rocks and

minerals are broken down and glassy agglutinates accumulate. 

Despite these large changes, measurements by Salisbury et al.

(1997) indicated that there was no obvious correlation between

mid-IR spectral properties and soil maturity. Fig. 4 shows this lack

of relationship in the data of Salisbury et al. (1997) where no sig-

nificant correlation is observed between the space exposure pa-

rameter I s /FeO and CF position. I s /FeO is the most common metric

for estimating degree of space exposure in lunar soils – soil ma-

turity in the lunar regolith sample literature – and is a measure

of the abundance of nanophase iron in the bulk soil, normalized

to the bulk iron content of the soil. The abundance of nanophase

iron is quantified by the intensity of ferromagnetic resonance in

lunar soils and normalized to the iron content because the ulti-

mate source of the nanophase iron is the lunar rock itself. Addi-

tional evidence is provided in a paper in this volume. Donaldson-

Hanna et al. present thermal infrared spectra of lunar soils and

among them are measurements of Apollo soils 67701 and 66031

collected at the Apollo 16 site (sampling stations 11 and 6, respec-

tively). While these soils share very similar compositions (3.97 and

5.8 wt. % FeO respectively, indicating similar feldspar to pyroxene

ratios), the extent of their exposure to space is very different. Soil

67701 has an I s /FeO value of 39 and 66031 has a value of 102. This
s a large fraction of the full range of I s /FeO across all measured

unar soils, which range from 1 to 110 ( Morris 1978 ). The infrared

pectra of these two soils collected under ambient conditions are

hown in Fig. 5 ; there is very little difference overall, and little

ifference in Christiansen Feature wavelength position, consistent

ith Salisbury et al. (1997) . These spectral measurements suggest

hat the physical and compositional changes accompanying space

eathering do not have a strong effect on spectral properties of

unar regolith measured under ambient laboratory conditions, sup-

orting the conclusions of Salisbury et al., 1997 . 

.1.2. Thermal gradients 

The Salisbury et al. (1997) data, and those in Fig. 5 from

onaldson Hanna et al. (2012b) , were obtained under terrestrial

mbient conditions. Measurements at < 10 −4 mbar pressure with a

adiative environment simulating that in space – illuminated from

bove by a roughly solar light source, and with a low tempera-

ure background – causes strong changes in the spectral properties

f powdered materials (e.g. Logan and Hunt, 1970; Henderson and

akosky, 1997; Thomas et al., 2012; Donaldson Hanna et al., 2012a ).

onaldson Hanna et al. (2012b) measured 67701 and 66031 un-

er simulated lunar radiative conditions with very different results

han those obtained under terrestrial conditions ( Fig. 6 ). Measured

nder simulated conditions, the more space-weathered soil shows

 Christiansen Feature wavelength position at a longer wavelength

han the less weathered soil, consistent with the sense of the Di-

iner observations, though the magnitude of the shift (0.09: 8.02

m for 66031 and 7.73 μm for 67701) is twice the difference

n CF between Copernican nonmare craters and the mature back-

round. This may simply indicate that 66031 is less mature than

he regolith of the population of Copernican craters. The spectra of

he soils measured under simulated lunar conditions also feature

 substantial decrease in emissivity (increased spectral contrast) at

onger wavelengths, which could potentially be observed in Diviner

hannels 6 (12.5–25 μm) and 7 (25–50 μm). 

The major physical difference between samples measured at

mbient and simulated lunar conditions is the presence of a strong

hermal gradient in the optical surface enabled by the very low

onductivity of lunar soils in a vacuum. Under terrestrial condi-

ions vigorous gas conduction results in isothermal conditions in

he optically active upper layer of a regolith surface; in vacuum

onduction is limited by the small area of grain-to-grain contact.

enderson and Jakosky (1997) constructed a combined thermal
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Fig. 6. Spectra of the soils shown in Fig. 5 (66031, solid and 67701, dashed) mea- 

sured under simulated lunar conditions: under vacuum, with a cold background 

and heated from above with visible radiation. Strong differences between the two 

have emerged, including a shift in CF and spectral contrast. The sign of the shift 

is consistent with Diviner observations of shifts with apparent differences in space 

weathering. 
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nd radiative transfer model of the thermal and infrared spectral

ffects of illuminating particulate surfaces from above under vary-

ng pressure, and the influence on the thermal emission spectrum

f the materials. Using quartz and basalt as test materials, they

uccessfully reproduced the major spectral effects of varying pres-

ure shown in the Logan et al. (1973) experiments; spectral con-

rast increases greatly with reduced pressure and the Christiansen

eature shifts to shorter wavelengths. In their model these effects

rise from the combination of two phenomena. First, because their

est materials were more transparent in the visible than in the

nfrared, energy from the illumination source is deposited more

eeply than is accessible to radiative cooling at infrared wave-

engths. The consequence is the accumulation of energy below the

urface producing a warm layer below a cooler surface layer. This

rocess, called a solid-state greenhouse, was previously recognized

nd experimentally verified ( Dissly et al., 1990 ). Second, the in-

rared opacity is strongly wavelength dependent owing to the vari-

tion in optical properties of the test materials, causing variations

n the depth from which radiation is derived. Where opacity is low,

he net emission includes a contribution from the warm layer be-

ow the surface and so tends to have higher emission than the

sothermal case. As pointed out by Henderson and Jakosky (1997) ,

he result is that the emission spectrum in the presence of a ther-

al gradient is a product both of the inherent spectral variation

n emissivity that gives rise to features in the emission spectrum

ven in the isothermal case, and also to the degree to which each

avelength samples the thermal profile at depth. Because the in-

rared opacity generally increases toward longer wavelengths, the

et effect is to suppress emission on the long wavelength side of

he Christiansen Feature, and increase emission on the short wave-

ength side, causing a shift of the peak to shorter wavelengths. 

The variation in pressure was explored as a variation in ther-

al conductivity by Henderson and Jakosky (1997) . While this as-

ect of the model explains the experimental results of Logan et al.,

973 and subsequent experiments, the case of varying conductiv-

ty with other parameters held constant is not closely analogous to

he lunar case, where pressure is constant (zero) but albedo varies.

A comparison of the results of Henderson and Jakosky

1997) for quartz and basalt under the low-pressure (low conduc-

ivity) case is relevant. Because the basalt has a much lower albedo

han quartz, energy from the illumination source is absorbed over

horter scales than in the former case, and the length scales of ab-

orption and emission are more similar. The consequence was that
he model spectral effects of the thermal gradient that are vividly

isplayed in the quartz case were subdued in the case of the low

lbedo basalt. Taking the isothermal case as a reference, the CF of

he high albedo material (quartz) shifted strongly to shorter wave-

engths, while the CF of the low albedo material (basalt) shifted

eakly, if at all. This comparison is complicated by the fact that

he spectral properties of the basalt are quite different than quartz,

nd so the lesser shift in wavelength in the basalt cannot be un-

mbiguously attributed to its lower albedo, but the result is of the

ight sign. The experiments suggest that in the presence of ther-

al gradients, among surfaces with similar compositions but vari-

ble albedo, brighter surfaces ought to exhibit shorter CF positions

han darker surfaces, consistent with observations. 

If we assume that measurements under ambient conditions

eflect the major compositional influences on the infrared spec-

ra, then the Salisbury et al. (1997) and Donaldson Hanna et al.

this volume) results suggest that the physical and compositional

hanges with space weathering have a minor effect on the inher-

nt optical properties of lunar soils. However, measurements under

imulated lunar conditions show space weathering effects that are

onsistent with the Diviner observations. What is not yet known

rom laboratory experiments are the relative magnitudes of the

hermal gradient and compositional influences. Does albedo en-

irely dominate the Christiansen Feature position, meaning that Di-

iner thermal infrared multispectral measurements of the CF sim-

ly reflect albedo and are not contributing substantial independent

ompositional information? We can test this hypothesis using the

iviner data itself. 

.1.3. Albedo-Christiansen feature wavelength correlation 

We can falsify the hypothesis that the Christiansen Feature

avelength is solely dictated by the visible albedo by finding ma-

or exceptions to the correlation. The most likely exceptions would

e found at locations featuring minerals with extreme Christiansen

eature wavelength positions; if albedo controls the Christiansen

eature then these locations should show similar extreme albe-

os, and fall on the general CF-Albedo trend. Glotch et al. (2010,

011 ) reported anomalous spectral shapes associated with ex-

remely short Christiansen Feature positions that they interpreted

o be due the presence of silica rich minerals or silica glass. These

ocations offer a powerful test of the albedo-Christiansen Feature

ontrol hypothesis. At the other end of the lunar compositional

ange, Arnold et al. (submitted for publication) examined lunar ar-

as shown by near-IR reflectance spectral measurements to be rich

n olivine, the lunar mineral with the longest wavelength Chris-

iansen Feature position. 

We extracted the CF values of these silica-rich and olivine-rich

egions from the Diviner data, and albedo from the Kaguya 750 nm

lbedo mosaic and present them in Fig. 7 . Clearly the Si-rich re-

ions fall strongly off the trend, and many of the olivine-rich lo-

ations also fall substantially off the trend. Despite the extreme

F values reflective of their unusual compositions, both of these

ompositional types show relatively unremarkable albedos. This

emonstrates that albedo alone does not dictate the position of the

hristiansen Feature wavelength. 

.2. Mitigation 

The combined effect of composition and space weathering com-

licates the use of the Christiansen Feature wavelength position

or compositional inferences. This situation is not without prece-

ent. Several papers have used visible albedo to estimate iron and

luminum contents of the lunar surface, despite the obvious influ-

nce of weathering (e.g. Fischer and Pieters 1995 ). Similarly, spec-

ral ratios between UV and visible wavelengths have been used

o estimate titanium abundances in the lunar maria, also despite
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Fig. 7. Dependence of CF position on albedo. Gray dots are global data showing a 

strong inverse correlation. Orange triangles are high silica regions of Glotch et al., 

2010 , red crosses are high olivine locations of Arnold et al. (submitted for publica- 

tion) . Purple squares are high plagioclase regions of Donaldson-Hanna et al. 2012a . 

The high silica regions and high olivine regions demonstrate that albedo does not 

exclusively determine the CF position. (For interpretation of the references to color 

in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the web version of this article). 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Fig. 8. Global CF image adjusted for space weathering using Eq. 2 . The obvious 

space weathering anomalies associated with fresh craters have been eliminated. 

Compare with Fig. 1. 
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the obvious influence of space weathering on this parameter (e.g.

Charette et al., 1974 ). In both cases users took care to limit analysis

to flat surfaces where mass wasting could not act to expose fresh

material, and avoid features clearly associated with fresh craters.

This approach has been taken with data from Diviner where anal-

ysis of the iron content of pyroclastics inferred from Christiansen

Feature wavelength positions is limited to level areas with no evi-

dence of significant amounts of fresh unweathered material ( Allen

et al., 2012 ). We can estimate the uncertainty in CF position when

confining analysis to mature surfaces. Allen et al., 2012 tabulated

the CF values for Apollo landing sites. Among the 4 sites where

CF values were extracted for mare surfaces with very similar iron

contents, the standard deviation is 0.02 μm, much smaller than

the 0.1 μm difference between mare and highland. 

Lucey et al. (2010) developed an empirical correction to the Di-

viner data using the optical maturity parameter OMAT ( Lucey et al.,

20 0 0 ). The concept was simple. Given a CF that is a combination of

space weathering and composition, a properly scaled independent

measure of extent of space weathering may be successful at freeing

the CF measurement from space weathering influences. The princi-

pal metric for success is a visual suppression of the obvious space

weathering artifacts at the global scale. Recently Arnold et al. (sub-

mitted for publication) used the algorithm of Lucey et al. (2010) to

correct CF values for the effect of space weathering. That paper

underscored the importance of the ambiguity associated with the

Christiansen Feature wavelength position without regard to space

weathering. Olivine-rich locations identified by Yamamoto et al.

(2010) in near IR spectra data were interpreted by them to be

composed of pure olivine in some cases, a strong indicator of the

presence of outcrops of the lunar mantle. Arnold et al. showed

that without correcting for space weathering, Christiansen Feature

wavelength positions also suggested that several of the olivine-

bearing locations contained no plagioclase (again, a strong indi-

cator of lunar mantle material). However, application of the space

weathering correction of Lucey et al. (2010) resulted in shifting the

Christiansen Feature wavelength position of the olivine-bearing lo-

cations to shorter wavelengths, leaving no olivine-bearing locations

with estimated mineral abundances free of plagioclase, and most

containing substantial amounts of plagioclase. Thus a space weath-
ring correction has important implications for the understanding

f lunar lithologies. 

Here we revisit the correction of Lucey et al. (2010) , update

ts parameters, and present aspects of its effectiveness. Figs. 1 and

 show the two parameters of interest–Christiansen Feature posi-

ion and OMAT. By coincidence, the OMAT scale factor that best re-

oves the obvious effects of large rayed craters from the CF map

s 1.0, leading to a base correction is the simple sum of the Chris-

iansen Feature wavelength position and OMAT. Because OMAT is

verywhere positive and its addition would shift all the CF val-

es to longer wavelengths, we elected to tie the correction to a

nown location. At Jackson crater, the lower portion of the central

eak is composed of pure anorthosite and for lunar material is rel-

tively fresh ( Ohtake et al., 2009 ). We elected to subtract an offset

rom the sum of CF + OMAT to make the central peak of Jackson

qual to its minimum value ( ∼7.9 μm) that is somewhat similar to

he measured value of anorthite under simulated lunar conditions

7.84 μm, Donaldson Hanna et al., 2012a ). The penultimate correc-

ion is: 

 F Adjusted = CF + OMAT − 0 . 285 (1)

The CF image adjusted for space weathering is shown in Fig. 8 .

he strong anomalies at the large young rayed craters have been

liminated successfully. 

Note this is somewhat different than the correction used by

rnold et al. (submitted for publication) (offset constant used in

hat paper was 0.4). This difference does not alter their conclu-

ion that the olivine-rich locations identified by Yamamoto et al.

2010) do not include dunite. 

Examined at high resolution, the correction based on OMAT

oes show some problems that we address below. Fig. 9 a shows

he CF image for Giordano Bruno, likely the youngest crater of its

ize on the Moon ( Basilevsky and Head, 2012 ). The interior and

ontinuous ejecta show CF lows, and its distinct ray pattern is also

vident. While it is possible this young crater has coincidentally

xposed a rich deposit of anorthosite, this is probably unlikely. The

MAT image of the crater is shown in Fig. 9 b where similar fea-

ures are visible. Note however the strong low maturity anomaly

high OMAT value) evident in the walls of the crater. A similar

eature is not observed in the CF image. Applying the OMAT cor-

ection given above nicely removes the ray pattern, but imposes a

igh CF value on the walls of the crater ( Fig. 9 c). This ring is solely

he result of the very high OMAT value of the crater wall compared

o the lack of this distinct anomaly in the CF image. This suggests

 distinct difference in weathering effects between the two param-

ters, and the need for some mitigation in using OMAT for this

orrection. 

The high albedo of the walls of Giordano Bruno would imply

 relatively extreme thermal gradient within the surface, but the

hermal conditions within the crater may alter the expectations

pplied to flat slopes. The very steep walls of this crater are view-

ng much less solid angle of cold space than a flat lying surface,

nd this may suppress the thermal gradient dependence on albedo

elative to a flat surface. Regardless of the explanation, OMAT
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Fig. 9. Top left (a): CF image of Giordano Bruno showing a strong anomaly in its interior and ray pattern. Top right (b): OMAT image of Giordano Bruno crater showing 

the prominent ray pattern and a distinctive ring pattern from mass wasting on its steep walls. Bottom left (c): CF image corrected for space weathering. The ray pattern 

of Giordano Bruno has been largely eliminated, but a CF anomaly has been introduced at the walls of the crater. Bottom right (d): CF image adjusted for space weathering 

including lower limit to OMAT of 0.3. The anomalous ring has been eliminated. 
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verestimates the effect of space weathering at these locations.

ur simple solution is to limit the OMAT value to 0.3 everywhere

rior to correction, on the assumption that this overestimate at

iordano Bruno is consistent Moon wide. A consequence of this

imitation is that the CF position of the least weathered surfaces

re little adjusted by the application of OMAT, while the more

pace weathered surfaces are shifted toward values consistent with

ineral mixtures. The result of the application of this refinement

s shown in Fig. 9 d. Note that the only visible difference between

ig. 9 c and d are the steep walls of Giordano Bruno and two

maller nearby craters. The final correction is then: 

 F Adjusted = CF + (OMAT > 0 . 3) − 0 . 285 (2)

We now examine a case in the lunar maria. The lunar swirl

einer Gamma is an interesting case for understanding space

eathering ( Hood et al., 1979; Hood and Schubert, 1980; Blewett

t al., 2011; Garrick-Bethell et al., 2011; Kramer et al., 2011; Denevi

t al., 2014; Glotch et al., 2015; Hemingway et al., 2015 ) and the

icinity also features the nearby crater Reiner with steep walls

rightened by mass wasting and exposure of fresh material. Fig. 10

hows CF (a), OMAT (b) and corrected CF (c,d) images of the Reiner

amma Swirl as well as the crater Reiner. The swirl and Reiner as

istinct low maturity anomalies, as are a number of small craters

n the vicinity of Reiner. Reiner gamma shows as a subtle neg-

tive CF anomaly consistent with a less mature surface. The in-

erior of Reiner is indistinct with an inconsistent pattern, while

he small fresh craters nearby show local CF lows. Application of

q. 2 results in Fig. 10 c. The adjustment appears to have over-

orrected the space weathering effect and both Reiner crater and

einer Gamma show positive adjusted CF anomalies. We find that

caling OMAT by 0.5 produces an improved correction at Reiner

amma and some of the small craters ( Fig. 10 d). This can indicate

ome change in the nature of space weathering in the maria rela-

ive to highlands, or alternatively an uncompensated bias in OMAT

n representing maturity in the mare regions. For the present we

re recommending the correction given in Eq. 2 pending further

nvestigations. 
Finally, we apply the space weathering correction ( Eq. 2 ) to

he global data set and present the results for the Copernican and

ratosthenian craters in Fig. 11 . After the correction most of the

opernican and Eratosthenian crater deposits show CF positions

onsistent with the lunar highlands (in contrast to Fig. 3 ). Both

opulations have a long tail toward longer positions; these are

onsistent with their locations within the lunar maria. 

. Conclusions 

Our findings indicate that space weathering affects the posi-

ion of the Christiansen Feature position as measured by Diviner.

nown lunar features associated with space weathering variations,

n particular Copernican rayed craters and lunar swirls, have cor-

esponding Christiansen Feature position anomalies. Prior spectral

easurements of lunar soils with widely different degrees of space

eathering measured under terrestrial ambient (isothermal) condi-

ions indicated the spectral effects of space weathering would be

mall. However, under simulated lunar conditions a pair of Apollo

6 soils – 67701 and 66031 – that differ principally in degree of

pace weathering are substantially different spectrally, with shifts

f Christiansen Feature wavelength consistent with Diviner obser-

ations. 

We also observe a strong inverse correlation of albedo and the

F position. This suggests that albedo may have a strong influence

n the Christiansen Feature wavelength position perhaps by affect-

ng the thermal gradient. However, close examination of areas with

nown extreme composition or Christiansen Feature wavelength

osition (silica- and olivine-rich locations) deviate strongly from

he overall lunar Christiansen Feature wavelength-albedo trend,

howing that composition is a strong control on the measured lu-

ar surface Christiansen Feature wavelength position and albedo is

ot the sole control on this parameter. 

Use of the Christiansen Feature wavelength position data as cur-

ently available must take space weathering effects into account,

ut much of the lunar surface is fully mature and studies of ma-

ure surfaces should produce consistent results. Uncertainty in CF

osition when confined to mature surfaces is about 0.02 μm. 
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Fig. 10. Top left (a): CF image of the Reiner Gamma formation and Reiner crater. Reiner Gamma appears as a weak negative CF anomaly, and Reiner as a mottled feature. 

Negative CF anomalies are present at small fresh craters evident in the OMAT image. Top right (b): OMAT image of the same region as top left. Bottom left (c): CF image 

adjusted using OMAT and Eq. 2 . The algorithm has overcorrected the maturity anomalies, leaving positive CF excursions at Reiner Gamma and at the walls of Reiner. Bottom 

right (d): CF adjusted with OMAT scaled by 0.5. Somewhat better correction is found at Reiner Gamma, but an anomaly at the walls of Reiner persists. 
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Fig. 11. Histogram of corrected CF values for the global data shown in Fig. 8 . Tri- 

angles and plus signs are the CF values for all Copernican and Eratosthenian craters 

between 40 and 110 km in diameter respectively (y value is not significant). Both 

populations now straddle the main highland peak, and a long tail to toward long 

wavelengths represents craters in the maria. Compare with Fig. 3. 
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The near-IR derived OMAT parameter can be used to correct

the CF data for the space weathering effect, but the results can be

improved upon. Comparison of CF and OMAT suggest that in the

least weathered areas the two parameters diverge in their response

to space weathering. This could be an effect on thermal gradi-

ents of surfaces on steep slopes, or inherent problems with OMAT.

The proposed correction is less effective in the lunar maria; future

adjustments could improve it, such as imposing a composition-

dependent scale factor. 

The understanding of space weathering effects in the thermal

infrared is just beginning and outlines of the issues are emerg-

ing. This paper has shown that thermal infrared spectroscopy is

demonstrably affected by space weathering, but these effects can

be mitigated to some extent. Empirical measurements in the lab-

oratory have been an invaluable guide to understanding these ef-

fects, as has the limited theoretical work done. 

Two major thermal infrared spectral experiments are planned

for the near future (OTES on the OSIRIS-Rex mission to the dark

asteroid Bennu and MERTIS on the BepiColumbo Mercury orbiter).

Mercury exhibits very strong space weathering effects in the vis-

ible and near-IR, and in contrast to the Moon, shows very weak

compositional variations in available spectral data, so the extrac-

tion of the compositional signal from MERTIS data will require spe-

cial care. The spectral response of C-type materials to simulated
pace weathering is a topic of active research, but the lunar exam-

le is a caution that the asteroid may have properties contrary to

xpectations derived from laboratory experiments. 

An effective, predictive model of the infrared spectral effects

f space weathering on planetary materials will be an essential

ool for drawing confident conclusions from these data. However,

t is clear that a comprehensive understanding of space weather-

ng on thermal infrared spectra of planetary materials is not yet in

and. The planned thermal spectral measurements of Mercury and

ennu suggest that ongoing effort s in this area have some urgency.
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